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EMC Uses Mirantis OpenStack to Enhance Storage Cloud Service

Industry Giant Quickly Transforms Storage Service 
with Powerful, Flexible OpenStack Management Layer

The Business
Since its founding in 1979, EMC Corporation has maintained leadership in foundational 
technologies that allow business to store, manage, protect, and analyze data. With over 
70,000 employees in 86 countries, the infrastructure giant is now helping thousands of 
customers transform operations, deliver IT as a service, and embrace cloud computing.

For companies with massively scalable object storage needs that don’t want to build 
and own infrastructure, EMC is also forging into high performance, scalable cloud 
services. With over one Exabyte of capacity in locations around the world, businesses 
with expanding IOT, social, and mobile operations can now turn to EMC for mission 
critical object storage as a service. 

Challenges
In conjunction with its massively scalable storage service, EMC required a powerful 
management layer to provision, monitor and manage cloud resources and transactions. 
The cloud’s first management layer initially provided adequate cloud administration, 
however, with recent customer growth, its manual processes demanded excessive 
staff resources.

In late 2014, therefore, Drew Gonczi, CTO of Cloud Operations at EMC began searching 
for a new cloud management solution to match the unparalleled size of his company’s 
mission-critical, object storage cloud. Services provided by the management layer would 
include authentication, DNS, and log analysis.

Because of this size, the new solution needed high availability, performance, and 
scalability - high availability to meet demanding enterprise and service provider SLAs, 
performance to keep pace with terabytes of data transfer and retrieval log data each 
hour, and scalability to handle growth in transactions including customer requests and 
hardware troubleshooting.

The new management layer of EMC’s object storage public cloud also needed to be easy-
to-use and highly secure. The team prioritized ease-of-use because cloud management 
was not the primary feature of the service. Gonczi and his team, in fact, desired to spend 
more time advancing storage capabilities, and less time on administration. Further, 
advanced security was critical as financial, healthcare and other demanding customers 
had to meet compliance requirements such as PCI and HIPPA.

INDUSTRY
• Public cloud services – cloud storage for 

large business users 

CHALLENGE
• Improve operations of storage cloud 

• Accelerate cloud deployment

• Enhance flexibility to provide new services 

SOLUTION
• OpenStack for storage cloud 

management layer

• OpenStack to extend public & private 
cloud services

• Cisco ASR & Nexus 1000, Terraform 
infrastructure orchestration 

BENEFITS
• Improvement in storage cloud operations 

• Achievement of go-to-market launch goal 

• Increase in software development efficiency

 
“Using Mirantis Fuel, our OpenStack installation was 
fast and seamless; so much better than other solutions 
we’ve encountered.” 

— Drew Gonczi, CTO of Cloud Operations, EMC
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In early 2015, due to fast growth of the cloud service, the new management 
layer quickly became a top priority and EMC accelerated its development 
time frame. With this new constraint, Gonczi also prioritized simplicity 
and flexibility of architecture for quick deployment and integration into 
the storage cloud’s unique and massively scalability design. 

Adding to the already complex search, the new management layer would 
also be the foundation for two additional cloud services: public compute 
as a service coupled with the object storage service, and private cloud 
compute resources to drive agility, innovation, and time-to-market of 
EMC’s internal software development staff.

“The demands were lofty and we had to move fast. We needed a high 
performance platform with the flexibility to meet our diverse needs,” 
says Gonczi. 

Solution
In mid-2015, Drew Gonczi and the Cloud Operations team set out to 
find a highly available, scalable, easy-to-use, and secure platform for 
the management layer of EMC’s public storage cloud. The team had no 
time to waste as deadlines were fast approaching.

Having some familiarity with the OpenStack private cloud platform, 
Gonczi first turned to the OpenStack community for more information. 
While the technology immediately appeared promising, the team would 
need to conduct a small pilot to validate their assumption. 

Much to their surprise, the Cloud Operations team was able to take an 
OpenStack distribution, reference architecture, and installation tool 
from the Mirantis website and achieve a working pilot in just two days. 
This rapid and seamless proof of concept provided confidence and the 
team then contacted Mirantis for additional guidance.

“The Mirantis Fuel installation tool and comprehensive documentation 
got us up and running quickly so we could start testing and gain valuable 
OpenStack experience,” says Matt Welch, Principal Consultant, EMC. 

The next step was to adapt the Mirantis reference architecture to meet 
EMC’s unique requirements. Because of its enterprise target market, the 
cloud required Cisco ASR routers and Nexus 1000 switches for virtual 
private network tunneling from end-points to the cloud management 
layer. The Terraform tool was then added for building, changing, and 
versioning infrastructure safely and efficiently. 

To ensure the readiness of their deployment, EMC tapped Mirantis once 
again for a design review and OpenStack training. Using their tested 
methodologies, Mirantis delivered a comprehensive Architectural Design 
Assessment (ADA) document, and EMC followed its recommendations.

With a newly defined architecture, the Cloud Operations team was ready 
for production deployment of 18 compute nodes in each of its eight cloud 
locations. And in November 2015, with the benefits of OpenStack and 
a mature partnership with Mirantis, the team deployed the new cloud 
management layer and met its aggressive launch deadline.

“Using Mirantis Fuel, our OpenStack installation was fast and seamless; 
so much better than other solutions we’ve encountered,” said Gonczi. 
“Mirantis is now our go to partner for all things OpenStack.” 

Results
By leveraging Mirantis OpenStack distribution, documentation, and 
services, EMC was able to quickly deploy a new management layer for 
their highly scalable storage as a service offering, and provide cloud 
services to the company’s developers. 

By working with Mirantis, a pure play OpenStack company not beholden 
to technology vendor agendas, EMC built the management layer to meet 
their exact needs including integrations to Cisco networking.

To date, the team has been very satisfied with the performance of the 
OpenStack based management layer. Since the deployment expanded 
to eight locations, availability, performance, and scalability have all met 
EMC’s expectations. 

“The performance of our OpenStack based management layer has been 
excellent,” says Gonczi. “This shifts a tremendous amount of workload 
from maintenance activities to tasks that improve the productivity of 
our business.”

Furthermore, because the OpenStack installation and integration was 
fast and without incident, the team was able to cut two weeks off their 
stated goal.

“We’ve had such a good experience with OpenStack that we do not have 
to pay much attention to its stability and can now focus on tools that 
enhance its value,” says Gonczi. 

EMC has also experienced an unexpected benefit from the OpenStack 
deployment. Gonczi and his team invited developers to use and provide 
feedback on the OpenStack cloud and received a much higher than 
expected adoption rate. Consequently, developers are self-provisioning 
OpenStack resources for build, test and release activities, and significantly 
speeding up their software time-to-market.

“OpenStack provides tremendous value to our customers and staff,” 
says Gonczi. “Within just a few months, from concept to launch, our 
cloud operations and software development have achieved new levels 
of efficiency.” 


